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“If you build it, they will come” is a famous phrase in
the planning world. When cycling supporters say it,
they refer to the need of safe and attractive cycling
infrastructure to get more people on the bike. In the
Netherlands, lack of bicycle infrastructure is not a
problem, and yet many people don’t cycle. That’s
why the role of campaigning is so important: how
can we raise awareness to cycling, and attract more
people to do so?
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Reason for intervention
The Netherlands Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management works together
with selected organizations to increase modal share amongst their employees
through the Bicycle Ambassador program. One of these Bicycle Ambassadors is
the home care organization ‘Vierstroom’. 650 caretakers travel daily routes to their
clients, totalling 85,000 hours of travelling per year. In times of cost cutting and high
pressure on caretakers, both the organization and the health insurance company
VGZ were investigating ways to reduce travel time.

Objective
Vierstroom and VGZ wanted to investigate the impact
of e-bikes on time spent travelling.

Chosen intervention
Vierstroom started a pilot with eight e-bikes, which were
assigned to two teams: one team in an urban setting and
one team in a rural area. The employees were allowed to use
the e-bike for private trips as well and were asked to travel
as they liked. The pilot was financed by the health insurance
company VGZ. Overall, travel time was reduced with 11.5%,
both compared to car and regular bike trips. The number of
trips done by bike was increased by 60%, because they enjoyed
riding the e-bike. Vierstroom decided to translate this policy to
their entire organization, which led to a reduction of 100,000 kg
of carbon emissions per year.

4. Vierstroom is eager to share their experiences and approach
with other care-organizations, therefore acting as a true bicycle
ambassador.

‘‘ Offering e-bikes to all employees
allows caring for 35 extra clients per
month.’’

Location:
Province of Zuid-Holland

Duration of the project:
2018 - Ongoing

Lessons learned
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Care organization Vierstroom, Ministry of
Infrastructure and Water Management,
VGZ

Read more:
Ministry of Infrastructure
and Water Management (NL)
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1. Investing in e-bikes for employees can be a typical win-win:
increased organizational efficiency and happy employees.
2. Offering e-bikes to all employees allows caring for 35 extra
clients per month.
3. Absenteeism due to sickness reduced by an average of one
day per employee.

Involved organisations:
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Reason for intervention
Cities are often looking for ways to put themselves on the map. They are often
improving the situation for cyclists, but don’t manage to attract attention to these
changes. This can be helped by creating a platform to highlight their cycling
policies and developments, include citizen/user-based input and celebrate the
efforts of the best performers. This platform can also help convince politicians to
reserve more money for cycling.

Photo: Fietsersbond

Objective

Lessons learned

The goal of the bicycle city election is to draw attention to
improving bicycle policies. By giving cities the chance to be
rewarded every other year, they are stimulated to improve their
cycling policies. By developing a campaign and organizing a
challenge where you ask cyclists to give their opinion about
cycling in their city, it gathers valuable input for the city
administration. Furthermore, it designs a toolkit that cities
can use to reach cyclists and politicians, that creates national
awareness and draws attention to the cycle climate.

1. Use a mixture of communication channels. In reaching all
of the population, it is important to use both online and offline
channels. It helps being visible in public space and having
others resend your message.
2. Collaborate with event-ambassadors. These ambassadors
spread the message and have a large reach
3. Have a story to tell: Why does the city need more cycling?
How does the one individual who reads your message benefit?
Only that way people can truly believe the message you’re
sending.

Chosen intervention

Location:
National

Duration of the project:
2000 - Ongoing (every two years)

Involved organisations:
Cyclists’ Union, all Dutch Municipalities

Photo: Fietsersbond
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‘‘ Have a story to tell: Why does
the city need more cycling?’’

Read more:
Cyclists’ Union (NL)
City of Enschede (NL)
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Every citizen in the Netherlands is asked to rate the current
status of cycling (policies, infrastructure, etc.) of their own city.
The opinion of cyclists is combined with objective data and on
this basis, a winner is chosen and awarded with the ‘Cycling
City-award’. The election helps convince politicians that bicycle
policy in the Netherlands requires more attention. Furthermore,
it stimulates a competitive environment where each city wants
to win. As a result, many cities have used this challenge for
arranging budgets and drawing public attention to cycling in
their respective cities. Enschede, for example, used the Cycling
City-election to promote behavioural campaigns as well,
rather than just focusing on infrastructural campaigns. Their
educational programmes and (inter)national awareness days/
weeks have gained a lot of attention amongst the inhabitants of
Enschede.
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Reason for intervention
Cycling should be as fun and comfortable as possible in order for more people to
choose it as a way of transportation. However, it can be difficult for a government
to reach citizens, companies and local networks. With a local community building
approach, citizens can become part of the decision-making process. Taking
social cycling issues together with the community results in more involvement,
participation, sustainability and change.

Objective
The 033 on the bike initiative (033opdefiets) is created by people
who work or live in Amersfoort and who want to stimulate as
many of their peers enthusiastic about cycling. By conducting
experiments, the initiative wants to visualize obstacles, inspire
others and look for solutions together.

5. Next to infrastructure, it is important to focus on attitude and
behaviour as well.
6. Make room for experiments that are future oriented.
7. The cycling climate will increase with more local bicycle
ambassadors.

Chosen intervention
The initiative was started locally in collaboration with the
municipality of Amersfoort. The purpose of 033opdefiets is
functional and it stimulates people to participate. It is functional
in the sense that it allows companies, schools, inhabitants,
and the local government to act. The project is available for
everyone in Amersfoort, which stimulates people to participate.
It is currently investigated what role the people of Amersfoort
want to play in improving the cycling climate. By being involved
in the process, people can discover for themselves that cycling
is fun and healthy.

Lessons learned

“ With a local community
building approach, citizens
can become part of the
decision-making process.’’

Location:
Amersfoort
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Duration of the project:
2016 - Ongoing

Involved organisations:
GoedopWeg, Municipality of Amersfoort,
Office for Bicycle Stimulation Triple Joy

Read more:
033opdefiets (NL)
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1. Involve the environment actively throughout the process
to integrate a community around the bike into the existing
territories.
2. When the municipality itself is very involved in the process, it
gives a boost to the project.
3. Communicate clearly about which approaches led to
success and which did not.
4. Experiment with current issues and small annoyances. Little
effort can lead to great results which sets an example for future
projects.
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Reason for intervention
Many people travel to work by car, also for relative short distances (< 7,5 kilometres)
which causes congestion between municipalities. This leads to emissions of
greenhouse gases and particulate matter. So, each cycled kilometre is a gift to our
public space, by providing cleaner air and improving the liveability of a community,
your mental and physical health. Cycling should therefore be stimulated, for
example through the use of apps that track cycle behaviour to stimulate people to
cycle to their work and reward accordingly.

Objective

Lessons learned

Cities can make use of an app to track and reward healthy
lifestyle choices in order to change behaviour. The extra
catch with these apps is that this will provide valuable cycle
data. This data can provide a lot of information about cycle
distances, bottlenecks, busy intersections, and infrastructure
opportunities.

1. It is important to realize that a project like this on its own
will not solve severe congestion problems, although it can
contribute to it.
2. Clear channels should be defined to be able to reach target
groups. A solution could be a collaboration with employers
who stimulate the use of an app in order for their business to
become climate neutral and to stimulate their employees to
have a healthy lifestyle.
3. Commuters often become more enthusiastic about cycling,
once they start cycling, so getting them to change to a bike
during the project is key.

Chosen intervention
The chosen intervention is using an app as a tool to stimulate
people to change behavior. Various versions of apps are gaining
popularity. Ring-Ring® will convert the kilometres cycled into
direct discounts at local shops or into donations to charity
organizations on behalf of a group of bicycle commuters.
Ring-Ring® is since 2020 connected with Talking Traffic and
gives cyclists priority at traffic lights. Fynch also directly rewards
cycle trips (and other ways of sustainable travelling, like using
PT, working from home or travelling at off-peak hours) with
coins that can be redeemed in the Fynch Shop for discounts on
sustainable brands.

Location:
National

Duration of the project:
Ongoing

Photo: Dutch Cycling Embassy
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Involved organisations:
Ring-Ring®, Fynch Smart Mobility,
municipalities, employers, shops,
insurance

Read more:
Ring-Ring® (NL)
Fynch (EN)
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“ Cities can make use of
an app to track and reward
healthy lifestyle choices in
order to change behaviour.’’

